EVIATION AIRCRAFT - SELECT SPECS

200 KTAS
650 MILES
6 SEATS
10 MIN. TO RECHARGE
SYSTEM ELEMENTS

E- AIRCRAFT

- Hybrid Battery
  - Al-Air+LiPo
  - 400Wh/kg, 330kWh
  - sustains 100kW

- Synergy Aircraft
  - airframe - 200kts
  - for 90kW

CONTROL S

- Proprietary Low-Cost ILS

- Hand flown / Remotely piloted / Autopiloted

ATC

- Automated high capacity ATC
March 2016: 1:3 scale models flight testing
May 2016: Autopilot in ATC demo
End of 2016: Battery capacity in flight demo
2017: Full scale aircraft flight
REDEFINE HIGHWAY.